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Dear sir:

Medical  training in Colombia faces great  challenges regarding the training of  new
professionals in the exercise of health. The starting point of this problem begins before the
beginning of the medical undergraduate degree, evidencing itself in the difficulty of access
to medical education, since on average about 30,000 applicants annually apply for about
5,000 available places in all the medical schools. of the country, that is, with a possibility of
access to become a medical student of approximately 16% (1). In addition to the above,
there is a financial conflict  that  not only concerns the health professional in training, but
also  their  family  nucleus,  since  on  average  the  training  of  a  doctor  in  our  country  is
between  40,000  and  60,000  dollars  approximately  for  public  and  private  medicine
programs, respectively, including direct and indirect costs involved in medical training (2).
It is noteworthy in relation to the above, that the number of private faculties in Colombia
is greater than the public ones, 37 private institutions and only 18 public (2).

The diversification of medicine, based on all its specialties , leads to the generation of
multiple medical-surgical postgraduate degrees,  since only the knowledge of the general
practitioner  does  not  cover  the  requirements  of  the  patients.  Therefore,  there  is  great
pressure to access a postgraduate degree, not only because of the previously mentioned
need,  but  also  because  of  the  financial,  social,  labor  and  academic  interests  of  the
professionals (3). A study by Torres et al. (3) was able to elucidate what was expressed in
the previous paragraph, since of 77 professionals in training in the area of medicine, 83.1%
responded that their life project was to pursue a medical-surgical specialization, and less
than 3% of those surveyed , have as a life project to practice their profession in the area of
general medicine (3). On the other hand, the Colombian health system, reformed by Law
100  of  1993,  focuses  all  efforts  on  public  health  to  manage  the  pathologies  of  the
Colombian population, from the approach of primary health care. However, the different
medical schools in the country did not carry out reforms in their curriculum to include
primary health care (4).
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In Colombia, the entry system for an aspiring medicine graduate to a medical-surgical
postgraduate degree is done through the application of a process structured mostly in 2
parts: first, a medical knowledge exam and second, an interview. . In 2017 alone, 20,000
specialists  were  in  active  practice,  and  since  an  average  of  100,000  doctors  graduate
annually in Colombia, it is assumed that only about 20% of general practitioners, or seen
in another way,  1  in  4  doctors,  achieve access  a  medical  specialty  or  medical-surgical
postgraduate degree.(5).

Although there are no published data, the perception of the professional practice of
medicine in Colombia is not high. Thus, there is talk of little interest in the practice of
general  medicine,  the  high  number  of  medical  programs  not  focused  on  the  current
Colombian health system, the high costs of undergraduate training, the high expectation
and little offer of medical postgraduate courses. -surgical, all of them are determinants or
conditioning factors in the quality of the training of our medical professionals. All this
requires a substantive intervention on the Colombian health system.
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